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To celebrate International
Women's Day I invited five of my
female colleagues in the
commercial finance industry to
answer five questions regarding
their experiences of gender
equality and opportunities in our
sector. 



Do you feel there are any specific barriers to females
progressing to leadership roles in your company?

There is certainly a push on having women in
leadership roles across the industry which I think is
encouraging for women, Lloyds Bank has a Women in
Leadership programme which I completed in 2022.
With regards to barriers, I sometimes feel this is
something in which unfortunately women impose on
themselves through Imposter Syndrome – something
I am very conscious of myself!

Do you have any female role models or inspirational
female leaders? 

Oprah Winfrey, Beyoncé Knowles-Carter

Have you ever faced challenges because of your
gender?

Being completely honest, yes! I have had situations
before where some individuals in the industry see a
‘young female’ as inexperienced, which isn’t the case.
Having worked in the invoice finance industry for 13
years, whilst I know there are opportunities for growth
& learning, I know I have the knowledge and
experience to deal with SMEs professionally & share
my expertise of Invoice Finance facilities. 

How do you manage the mum/work life balance? 

The mum/work life balance can be a struggle
sometimes, I have a supportive partner which does
help - I am a person that likes everything tidy at
home & I never like to fall behind with work therefore I
do put pressure on myself! Working a compressed
week is something I currently enjoy as I get to spend
an extra day with Hallie (my daughter), however this
does then add pressure to completing files/admin of
an evening and also something I feel may limit my
career progression when getting to a certain level. 

What is the best advice you have ever received? 

Always be yourself, have a positive mindset & follow
your gut instinct!
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What do you think are the benefits of having a woman in a
key role?

Statistically McKinsey & Co report that for every 10% increase
in gender diversity in a leadership/senior exec role, earnings
rose by 3.5%. Having been the CEO I know that financial
performance is a key driver for any business but in addition,
women encourage inclusion and communicate naturally,
which often results in higher employee engagement.
Fundamentally, having women in key positions is vital to
inspire newer generations of women to pursue leadership,
resulting in a positive cultural shift. Ultimately, a more
balanced dynamic will drive better decision making and
encourage broader diversity.

What advice do you have for women looking to grow either
their own business or within the company they work for?

Trust in yourself and your own ability. It's really easy to doubt
yourself but if you are the only female voice in the room that
doesn't make your voice less important; it makes speaking up
essential! 
 
Do you think women face unique challenges in the
workplace?

For many years in my early career I found it quite easy to
open a door but as soon as I was in the door, I had to work 5
times as hard as my male colleagues to be thought of as
credible. It's a very different world now and ever evolving,
equity, diversity and inclusion is an agenda item and
hopefully in my lifetime I will see the right person with the right
skills get the right job.

What is the best advice you have ever received?

Don't stay silent, be confident. If you have something to say,
say it and don't prefix the sentence with sorry before you
speak! 

What is your favourite motivational quote?

Fight for the things that you care about, but do it in a way that
will lead others to join you - Ruth Bader Ginsburg. 
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Be visible as it is so easy for women to avoid
highlighting their achievements at work because
they don’t want to appear pushy or boastful but
as Sheryl Sandberg once commented they wont
get anywhere if they dont “sit at the table”. They
need to believe in themselves and encourage
those around them to do likewise.
Take pride in empowering others, a good leader is
one who should empower their teams to be able
to thrive so that ultimately they are no longer
needed. This is especially true if you are leading
other females; mentor them well and ensure they
live up to their true potential.

What do you think are the benefits of having a
woman in a key role? 

Having diversity of employees in general is important;
that encompasses race, disability and gender
because of the variety of experiences and problem
resolution that such diversification engenders. 

Arguably having females in key roles increases the
scope for innovation and improvement in process as
well as in organizational collaboration as women
bring a different set of skills which often drives
effective solutions; not to mention that studies have
been done that highlight that an increase in gender
diversity causes a sizeable leap in EBITDA, something
that will be music to the ears of most business
owners! Moreover seeing other women hold key roles
has a massive effect on recruitment; not only are
women more likely to envision a career path if senior
women hold positions within that company, but also
in more general terms for balance, particularly in our
industry of financial services which has by legacy
been dominated by males. 
  
What advice would you give to the next generation
of female leaders?

There are 3 key points I think are important for any
future female leaders:-
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Most importantly, never sacrifice your morals or your ability to be kind; If want
to truly LEAD, you need to be empathetic, resilient and have a constant thirst to
learn and if you climb over people in your desire to get to the top, you wont
really have succeeded. 

How do you manage the mum/work life balance? 

This is the hardest question to answer as like most working mothers, I harbour
massive “mum guilt” and the feeling that I’m constantly spinning plates. There are
a few ways I have learned to negotiate this challenge.

Firstly I ensure I am extremely organised including having a back up plan for
childcare, secondly I exercise daily early in morning as its often the only time in the
day I get to myself when everyone else is sleeping, so it doesn’t feel like I’m stealing
time away from work or the children, finally I write a gratitude journal as its so easy
to get overwhelmed with the responsibilities of children and work and this keeps
me grounded when I’m having a stressful time.

Do you feel like you inspire other women to be successful? 

Whilst I do not class myself as successful, I do hope inspire other women to realise
they can be a women, mother and good employee and that they aren’t mutually
exclusive. I have 6 children, work full time and manage a very full house and that to
me is a success regardless of job title or salary, so if I can encourage people
especially my own 3 girls to follow my example but be even more successful then I
will have achieved my aims. 

What is the best advice you have ever received?

One bit of advice came on an appraisal many years ago which said that a large
part of success comes from failure and the ability to make mistakes is how we
learn, we shouldn’t dwell on them but must learn from them which is why I always
encourage black box thinking in my teams at work and my children at home. 



What advice would you give to the next generation
of female leaders? 
 
I've been fortunate to work with some exceptional
mentors and sponsors (both male and female)
throughout my career who have provided invaluable
insights that have helped me achieve my ambitions.
Finding the right sponsor is key to career progression
and will come naturally if you strive to be the best,
always deliver on your promises and are not afraid to
shout about your achievements. 

Women have a tendency to ruminate and
catastrophise situations. Overthinking and worrying
about things will never fix the problem, try not to get
stuck in these traps and instead focus on what you
can do to make things better for next time. 

Always believe in yourself and trust your gut instinct.

Do you feel there are any specific barrier to females
progressing to leadership roles in your business?
 
I don’t feel that being female is a barrier to
progression in my business. We have recently
appointed a female CEO and there is also a good
representation of female leaders at all levels of the
business.
 
Do you feel like you inspire other women to be
successful? 

I would like to think that I have helped other women
see that they can achieve their full potential. The lack
of female role models has always been a challenge
in financial services, and I think it’s important that
women see and hear from other female leaders who
have achieved their version of success. I also think
that success for women comes in many different
shades, it’s not always about striving to be at the top
table, sometimes it can be finding the right balance
of work, life and giving back to the community that
makes you feel fulfilled. 
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The key is to stay true to your passions and beliefs and knowing that you can
achieve whatever you want if you set your mind to it.

Do you have any advice for young women who are starting their careers?

Don’t be afraid to ask for help and always help others when they need your advice.

Do something that you are passionate about and be clear on your purpose. 
Surround yourself with people who inspire you. 

Don’t dwell on things that have gone wrong and make sure to celebrate your
achievements.
 
What is the best advice you have ever received?

Good enough is sometimes better than perfect, you will achieve far more by
completing tasks and projects on time at 90% complete than aim for perfection
and miss key deadlines. There will always be things you can do to enhance your
work but trust in yourself and make changes along the way if required.



What do you think are the benefits of having a woman in a key
role?

For me, it is all about representation. We want the next
generation to look at the success stories of the women who
have been before them so that, they too, can see themselves in
those roles. From a business perspective, you are more likely to
attract the top talent if women can see that they will be
supported to succeed in key roles, and not face any barriers
getting them. 
 
Do you feel there are any specific barriers to females
progressing to leadership roles in your business?

Currently, the entire BDM team at Bridge Help is female,
including our Head of Sales. We have a fantastic management
team here, and there is no doubt in my mind that people were
chosen based on their talents, and not their gender. 
 
Have you ever faced challenges because of your gender? 

I am incredibly lucky that I have always had an incredible team
around me, who are very close knit and celebrate each other’s
successes. 

My broker network has a high proportion of women, who I am
privileged to work alongside. I would be lying if I said I had never
had the odd remark, especially coming into the industry in my
early 20s, but I am a huge believer in finding the people who
energise you, and not worrying too much about those who
don’t. 
 
Do you have any advice for young women who are starting
their careers? 

Get out there and network! You will find an incredible group of
people in financial services, and such an interesting and varied
industry. Keep focused on what you need to do to succeed and
cut through the noise to find the solutions that work. 

What is your favourite career moment? 

There is no better high for me than hearing our deal bell ring
after a completion goes through. The satisfaction of a job well
done, and another deal completed is the best part of this job for
me.

Phoebe Sellars
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Women in Finance 

Investing in Women Code

Thank you to my five contributors for their time and
honest responses to these questions. 

My aim was to try and demonstrate the equality issues
we face in commercial finance and to raise
awareness for the two key campaigns we are proud to
support:

For more information on these then please check out
our website

https://www.goodmancorporate.com/why-us/women-in-finance-charter/
https://www.goodmancorporate.com/why-us/investing-in-women-code/

